Legal framework of e-shop

1. Copyright

All content on this web site is copyrighted rodoula-art.gr, without prejudice to any rights not
granted in any case explicitly here. The content of the website and logo rodoula-art.gr are the
property of the company handmade ornaments and jewelry APOSTLE SPYRIDOULAS. Your
access to this website does not grant any license or right to use any marks appearing on this
site without a prior written consent.

2. Privacy Policy

In order to proceed with a transaction should inform us through new customer registration form,
some personal information. (If you are a retail customer will be prompted Surname, name,
address, telephone, email and an invoice if you want additional information on the company will
ask you Name, Activity and AFM). Under no circumstances shall not sell, disclose, publish, sell,
lease or exchange your personal information and submitting information to third parties unless
required enormously public authority, court, etc. Your personal information after your application
is permanently deleted and not given to anyone in any way. By submitting material to our
server, you agree that the material does not contain a false, unlawful or otherwise unfit for use
and dimosiefsi.Episis your Internet browser used must be enabled to use cookies. Using
cookies files are optimized to the maximum of the services we provide the rodoula-art.gr. Thus,
for example, achieved recognition from your site, add products to cart as well as the situation
ton orders.
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3. Disclaimer

In rodoula-art.gr all products depicted as realistically as possible (the method for high resolution
photo). However there may be errors monitors - typographical errors. The rodoula-art.gr not
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the images and descriptions. But we are obliged to
inform you about any mistakes if they are related and provided with your order, before
completion, and to cancel it if you wish (immediate refund if payment has been made).

The rodoula-art.gr, not responsible in any case where the visibility of the website used by others
for any purpose after informing us or not.

4. Modification of this

The rodoula-art.gr reserves the right to modify (update, add, remove) the terms of trade, having
the obligation to inform the relevant texts of their terms of service. Any changes will be made
immediately, the moment will be published in the relevant text terms of service. Any transaction
requires acceptance by you of current conditions of service. The rodoula-art.gr also reserves
the right to make changes to any part of the site (function - content). the unavailability or
otherwise unsuitable products.
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5. Product Prices

All prices displayed on the pages of our shop include VAT 23%, while rodoula-art.gr reserves
the right to change prices promptly informing the relevant product pages
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